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Abstract 

FFRS, a computer code for simulation of in-

pile fuel rod performance, was developed for use 

in reliability predictions for nuclear fuel. 

Since this application involves numerous fuel 

simulations, the model is sufficiently simple to 

allow for fast computer calculation, but still 

detailed enough for realistic simulation. 

The performance of the model was examined b] -

analyzing several cases, including the four EPPI 

Benchmark cases (described in CENFD-218) as 

well as experiments from the Danish irradiation 

programme. 

It was demonstrated that the model is based 

on sound principles, representing the state of 

the art. in fuel modelling. It is therefore a 

valu Le tool giving reliable results a very 

smalJ. omputer costs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The need for a fast fuel model was realized at the start 

of the Danish project on fuel reliability prediction. The 

model needed to be orders of magnitude faster (in computer 

tire) than the existing Danish fuel performance code Hotcyke , 

but not necessarily self-contained, since it could be ad

justed by comparison with Hotcake. Correct response to reason

able changes in the design data, material properties and op

erational conditions was the desired capability of the model. 

Since the type of failure with which we are most concerned 

is pellet-clad interaction, modelling was concentrated on 

fuel-clad contact situations. 

The approach chosen was very successful compared to other 

fuel models, therefore the model was completed as a self-con

tained fuel performance code, FFRS. After completion of the 

code, it was tested en several sample cases. The results are 

generally in as good agreement with experimental data as are 

the predictions by state-of-the art fuel models; the fuel-clad 

contact results seem especially successful. 

2. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF FFPS 

A slice (disc) of the fuel rod is treated in the model. 

For fission gas release and internal pressure, an approximation 

to the whole rod if used. The slice is divided into 5 regions: 

clad, gap, fuel rigid zone, bridge and fuel plastic zone. The 

model for the different regions is: 

Clad 

Axisymmetrical, hollow, thin cylinder with a pressure dif-

ierence between the outside and the inside, and a superimposed 

axisymmetrical contact pressure on the inside. Elastic, plas

tic, thermal and creep strains are considered. Primary creep 

and plastic strain are strain hardening, the strength coef

ficients are fluence dependent. 
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Gap 

The gap fons the boundary between fuel and clad. The 

heat transfer through the gap is »odelled according to Ross 

and Stoute 

Fuel, all regions 

. The temperature distribution is calculated on the basis 

cf heat oer.eratior with flux depression and heat transfer . 

Simple models for densification (burnup dependent), swelling 

(temperature dependent) and fission gas release (temperature 

dependent) are included. 

Fuel, rigid 

The rigid zone is assumed to be cracked, the thermal ex

pansion is calculated as that of a rigid bar. No creep, plas

tic or elastic deformation occur. 

Fuel, plastic 

The material in the plastic zone is allowed to expand 

freely and is assumed to be stress-free, except for hydro

static pressure. 

Bridge 

A rigid annulus, the bridge, forms the boundary between 

the rigid and the plastic fuel zones. The position of the 

bridge, together with the temperature distribution in the 

fuel, determines the thermal expansion of the cracked pellet. 

During steady power conditions the movements of the bridge 

are determined by the creep rate at the bridging annulus, and 

the total crack opening angle, see fig. 1. 
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t o t a l cirack 

Fig. 1. Cracked pellet 

The stress at the bridge is: 

b = Pcp * »f./*b 

where P is the contact pressure, R- the fuel surface radius 

and R. the bridge radius. The U0_ creep, e, at the bridge is 

found from the bridge temperature and o. by the UO_ creep 

equation. The area which the material froir P. to P. + dp 

will occupy as a result of creep is: 

A _ = c * dP • 2ir * P. ; cr b 

the crack area between P. and P. + dP nay be approximated by: 

Acrk = * * {dR) * w/2lT* 

Equating these areas yields the creep of the bridge: 

dp = e * 4ir/w. 
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Power ramps are divided into "small" ramps. In each 

"small" ramp the bridge is moved a fraction of the pellet 

radius towards the centre and then allowed to creep back as 

far as the creep rate and the time allow. Hence the bridge 

position is fixed by a balance between ramp rate and creep 

rate at the bridge. 

Material properties 

The material equations used in all the simulations are 

described in detail in 

3. CODE RESULTS ON THE FOUR EPRI CASES 

The four EPRI cases were chosen to demonstrate the 

performance of the model. They offer a variety of experimental 

data together with the predictions of several state-of-the-art 

fuel models. Since FFRS was primarily developed for pellet-

clad interaction (PCI) predictions, cases A and B (small gap 

and stable fuel) are the most relevant, but calculations are 

included of cases C and D (large gap, unstable fuel) for com

pleteness . 

A description of the experiments including the design 
51 data is found in ; the results from FFFS are drawn on the 

figures from . The curves presented are primarily those 

including some experimental results. As an illustration of 

the calculated stresses, tangential stress and contact, press

ure are shown for case A. For the two unstable cases (cases 

C and D) the hot gap is also shown. 

Case A, the HCD rod (figures 2 - 8 ) 

Case A was calculated with and without the suggested 

densification of 1%. The results are in good agreement with 

the experimental data. The permanent strain is mainly the 

result of primary creep, which is very low in the standardized 
c.) 

material equations as proposed in the EPRI study' . FFPS does 

not use this creep equation, and thus gives a better prediction. 
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Case B, CANDU rods (figures 9-14) 

Case B was calculated with o « 364 HP at 300°C (the EPRI 

value) and with o * 290 KP at 300°C (normal BMR clad). »gain, 

the creep calculated by FFRS agrees well with the experimental 

data. The calculated hoop stress and contact pressure are in 

good agreement with the other codes, except for the final rasp 

where a pronounced difference appears. This difference orig

inates from the relaxation that takes place in the pellet dur

ing the steady power period and seeas well modelled in FPRS. 

The maximum temperatures are in good agreement with the exper

imental values. 

Case C, ELP-9 Rod (figures 15 - 17) 

This case is rather special due to the unstable fuel, the 

low clad temperature and the low system pressure. Since FPPS 

does -ot predict contact, the case mainly demonstrates the 

swelling, fission gas release, gap conductance and densification 

models; as mentioned, they are quite primitive (as in most 

state-of-the-art fuel models). The overall results are in as 

good agreement with the experimental results as any of the 

other codes. The results are shown on figures 15 - 17. 

Case D, PWR Rod (figures 18-21) 

Also this case is very dependent on densification, fission 

gas release, gap conductance and swelling. FFPS shows a strong 

instability in the temperature calculation. A small change in 

the residual gas (helium) assumed in the fuel will change the 

temperatures after the ramp at ~ 10000 hours, giving either 

a large fission gas release or almost no fission gas release. 

The calculated temperatures at 93 in are shown on fig. 18 

for two different assumed contents of residual gas. The other 

results (figs. 19 - 21) are shown corresponding to the high 

fission gas release; this was obtained with a "small" amount 

of residual gas. If an amount of residual gas corresponding 

to the fill gas is assumed, the calculated gas release is only 

1.5% 
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The total calculation time for the four cases (HCD Rod, 

X-260 Rod, ELP-9 Rod, and the PUR rod at 10 and 93 in) was 31 s 

on a B6700, corresponding to Q.5 s on the CDC-7600. The codes 

in the EPRI investigation used between 54 and 721 s for the 

four cases. 

4. ANALYSIS OF TWO DANISH RAMP TESTS 

To study the performance of FFRS under very rapid power 

changes, an analysis was vade of two ramp tests performed 

at Risø on BffR fuel pins. 

The two pins were irradiated to approximately 20.000 MUD/ 

tUO, in the Halden reactor (34 at and 240°C) during 2\ years 
at power. Fig. 22 shows the Halden bundle power. The pins were 

ramp-tested in the Danish test reactor DR 3 at normal power 

reactor conditions (70 at ~ 300°C). Figures 23 and 24 show 

the ramp pover histories. Though they were alirost equal in 

design and preirradiation history, the two pins failed at 

470 W/cm and 720 W/crc, respectively. 

Due to the special irradiation conditions in the Halden 

reactor, almost no creep-down of the clad occurred during the 

preirradiation. FFPS does not include any model for relocation 

of the fuel and the temperatures in the fuel were too low for 

any hot-swelling to occur; therefore FFRS does not predict con

tact until around S00 watt/cm in any of the two ramps. On 

figs. 25 to 2C the generalised stress and the hoop strain are 

shown. It is obvious from the figures that no failures are 

predicted. If the as-fabricated gap is sufficiently reduced 

for the pins to come very close to contact during the Halden 

irradiation (gap size reduced by 401), the response is more 

reasonable, as seen on figures 25 - 28. This discrepancy be

tween the experiment and the code prediction could perhaps be 

explained by the lack of modelling of fuel relocation, but it 

could also be a stochastic matter. The latter idea seems prom

ising because of the large sensitivity to the as-fabricated 

gap and the contradiction between the two ramp tests. 

Since FFRS calculates average stress and strain in the 

clad, the local stress and strain during a ramp is considerably 
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higher. Therefore care should be taken when utilizing failure 

data obtained under controlled stress conditions, such as total 

elongation in tensile tests or time-to-failure in stress cor

rosion tests. 

S. CONCLUSION 

The fuel model FFRS is presented. It is shown that, in 

spite of its simplicity, the model can very accurately rodel 

average pellet-clad interaction. Calculations on the four 

EPRI test cases show that a variety of designs and test con

ditions can be successfully simulated. The problems arising, 

specially in case D, are probably due to gap conductance. The 

model used for gap conductance is the same as in HOTCAKE , 

where similar problems were observed. This gap conductance 

model is currently under revision and we hope to solve the 

problems. 

The calculation times used by FFPS are two to three orders 

of magnitude lover than those of typical state-of-the-art fuel 

codes. 
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The results for FFRS are drawn on the figures from 
ref. 6. 
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* The results for FFRS are drawn on the figures from ref. 6. 
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The results for FFRS are drawn on the figures from ref. 6. 
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The results for FFRS are drawn on the figures from ref. 6. 
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The results for FFRS are drawn on the figures from ref. 6. 
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